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Abstract–On September 15th, 2007, around 11:45 local time in Peru, near the Bolivian border, the
atmospheric entry of a meteoroid produced bright lights in the sky and intense detonations. Soon after,
a crater was discovered south of Lake Titicaca. These events have been detected by the Bolivian
seismic network and two infrasound arrays operating for the Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty
Organization, situated at about 80 and 1620 km from the crater. The localization and origin time
computed with the seismic records are consistent with the reported impact. The entry elevation and
azimuthal angles of the trajectory are estimated from the observed signal time sequences and back-
azimuths. From the crater diameter and the airwave amplitudes, the kinetic energy, mass and
explosive energy are calculated. Using the estimated velocity of the meteoroid and similarity criteria
between orbital elements, an association with possible parent asteroids is attempted. The favorable
setting of this event provides a unique opportunity to evaluate physical and kinematic parameters of
the object that generated the first actual terrestrial meteorite impact seismically recorded.
INTRODUCTION
The atmospheric entry of meteoroids can generate
infrasonic waves often observed at large distances. In most
cases, meteoroids sublimate when they penetrate into the
upper atmosphere between an altitude of 60 and 100 km.
Larger supersonic objects penetrate deeper into the
atmosphere and may be modeled as a line source explosion.
Although very large objects, like the Tunguska meteoroid, can
generate low-frequency gravity waves, most of them excite
acoustic waves in the infrasound domain (ReVelle 1997;
ReVelle et al. 1998). Such waves are refracted and channeled
over long distances by the temperature gradient and the wind
structure of the atmosphere (Kulichkov 1992). Infrasound
produced by fragmentations may also be observed a few
thousand kilometers away from their origin. At shorter
detection distances, the analysis of the recordings presents an
opportunity to estimate the entry path, height of thermal
bursts, kinetic energy, and other relevant physical
characteristics of the meteoroid (Beech et al. 1995; Evers
et al. 2001; Brown et al. 2002a; Le Pichon et al. 2002a;
ReVelle et al. 2004).
On September 15, 2007, around 16 h 40 min UTC,
inhabitants of Desaguadero, near the border of Peru and
Bolivia, reported bright lights in the sky moving in a roughly
southwest direction (Jackson, personal communication;
Macedo et al. 2007). A few seconds later, inhabitants of
Carancas, in Peru, heard huge detonations. Damage produced
by impacts of ejecta on houses were also reported. Hundreds
of meters from this village, a crater was discovered at the
coordinates 16.664°S, 69.044°W, and 3826 m altitude. Due
to the energy of the impact, mud inside the crater was close
to the boiling point. The 13.4 × 13.6 m nearly circular crater
was formed in a few meters of soft, thick brown saturated
sediments from the past ice age stand of Lake Titicaca
(Macedo et al. 2007). Close to the crater, material was
ejected in two main directions: on the southern side (where
the rim is 1 m below the northern one, due to the local
topography), and also in the north-northwest direction. At
larger distances (100 to 200 m), ejecta was found in all
directions (Fig. 1). Such a distribution is consistent with the
preliminary reported southwestern trajectory (Jackson;
personal communication). The water table is about 1.5 m
below the surface, and the 5 meter-deep crater quickly filled
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with water, hiding the bottom of the hole and preventing an
easy recovery of the main rock fragment remaining from the
impact. Fortunately, grey powdering material was found on
the rims of the crater, and pieces of the same meteoritic rock
were collected tens of meters from it. Their analyses
classified it as a H4/5 chondrite type which represents 85%
of terrestrial recovered meteorites (Alarcón et al. 2007).
Although its size is not exceptional, past studies indicate that
a few meter-size meteoroids collide with the Earth every year
(Toon et al. 1997; Chyba et al. 1998; Brown et al. 2002b).
The most striking characteristic of this rock is thus not its
composition, but the fact that it survived its atmospheric
entry without major fragmentation (witnesses reported the
fall of a single object), and with enough kinetic energy to
create the only chondritic impact crater ever observed in
recent times.
Usually, most of the meteoroids entering the terrestrial
atmosphere suffer from fragmentation before impacting the
Earth’s surface, breaking the rock into smaller fragments that
deposit on the surface, barely causing damages, and even
rarely creating craters. The first historical reported crater
occurred in eastern Siberia on February 12, 1947, and is
associated to the fall of Sikhote-Alin iron meteorite (Krinov
1971). The initial mass of the meteoroid was estimated to be
100 tons. It fragmented in the Earth’s atmosphere into small
objects. Altogether 122 impact craters were found with
diameters ranging from 0.5 to 26 m and with depths ranging
from 1 to 12 m. For some similar events, the trajectory can be
partially reconstructed, and meteorites recovered. For
example, the Park Forest fireball (March 27, 2004)
fragmented three times before reaching the ground (Brown
et al. 2004). The Neuschwanstein fireball (April 6, 2002) was
also reduced into pieces at the end of its trajectory (Spurný
et al. 2003; Oberst et al. 2004; ReVelle et al. 2004), as did the
Morávka (May 6, 2000) (Brown et al. 2003), the Tagish Lake
(January 18, 2000) (Brown et al. 2002a), and the Peekskill
(October 9, 1992) (Beech et al. 1995; Ceplecha et al. 1996)
events. Such objects usually produce seismic and acoustic
signals when they fragment or when the supersonic front
shock sweeps the Earth’s surface (Brown et al. 2003). 
The implementation of the International Monitoring
System (IMS) for the enforcement of the Comprehensive
Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty (CTBT) increases the interest in the
identification of naturally occurring events that may result in
false alarms. The 60 station infrasound network of the IMS is
currently not fully established. However, it has demonstrated
its capability for detecting and locating infrasonic sources
like meteoroid entries (Arrowsmith et al. 2007). The studied
event produced seismic and acoustic signals detected by both
a regional seismic network and two IMS infrasound arrays.
This paper, supported by high-quality data, aims to
reconstruct the trajectory of the meteoroid and to evaluate
some of its physical characteristics. In the first part, a
detailed analysis of the seismic and infrasound recordings is
carried out. If some signals can be attributed to
fragmentation, others are undoubtedly associated with the
impact, which is a phenomenon that has never been recorded
until now. In the second part, from the observed arrival times
of seismic phases, the location and origin time of the impact
are calculated with a high degree of certainty. Following the
Fig. 1. Views of the crater. A) Global view and transversal section of the crater and its dimensions (13.4 m N-S and 13.6 m E-W) (source:
Planetario Max Schreier, adapted from Victor Vallejos, http://fcpn.umsa.bo/fcpn/app?service=external/Planetarium_AreaView&sp=241). B)
Photography of the Carancas crater impact (courtesy of Michael Farmer, http://meteoriteguy.com/carancasfallexpedition.htm).
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impact localization, the elevation and arrival angles of the
meteoroid path are determined from propagation modeling of
infrasonic waves in a realistic atmosphere. In the last part,
additional analyses cover source energy estimates from
several independent empirical approaches and we discuss
possible association with parent asteroids.
OBSERVATIONS
The Carancas meteoroid entry produced infrasonic waves
that have been recorded by two IMS infrasound arrays: I08BO
in Bolivia located on the Altiplano and I41PY in Paraguay,
80 km northeast and 1617 km southeast of the crater,
respectively (Fig. 2). Each of these arrays is composed of four
microbarometers, 0.8 to 2.5 km apart. Sensors are MB2000
microbarometers that can measure pressure fluctuations from
0.003 up to 27 Hz. The electronic noise level is 2 mPa rms in
the 0.02–4 Hz frequency band over a dynamic range of 134 dB.
In order to minimize pressure changes due to surface wind
effects, each sensor is connected to an 18-meter-diameter
spatial noise reducing system (Alcoverro et al. 2005). A large
meteoroid entry is also likely to produce ground coupled
airwaves that can be recorded in seismic stations (Cates et al.
2001; Arrowsmith et al. 2007). Such seismic signature has been
observed on signals recorded by the Bolivian seismic network
operated by the Observatory San Calixto (OSC) in La Paz
(Minaya et al. 2007). This network is composed of four vertical
short-period stations (BBOB, BBOD, BBOE, BBOK), two
three-component short-period stations (LPAZ, MOC), and one
three-component short-period and long-period station (SIV).
LPAZ and SIV also refer to the primary PS06 and auxiliary
AS08 IMS seismic stations, respectively (Fig. 2). Table 1
provides the coordinates and locations relative to the crater of
the studied seismic and infrasound stations. In total, five
seismic stations, 47 km to 125 km away from the crater,
recorded seismic waves from the meteoroid entry and impact. 
Figure 3 shows the successive wave trains recorded
simultaneously on the two infrasound arrays and the five
seismic stations. The first and last detected arrivals (at BBOD
and I41PY, respectively) are separated by a nearly 90 min.
time delay (Table 2). The comparable seismic recordings at
BBOD, BBOE, and BBOK present two clear onsets, while at
BBOB and LPAZ, signals are more complex and noisy and do
not allow a clear phase identification. The seismic phases
marked by the red triangles are consistent with energy
originating from the impact location. The difference of few
tens of seconds between the observed and the predicted
ground coupled airwave arrival times definitely excludes that
these arrivals, as well as the second arrival recorded at I08BO,
are associated with the impact. 
The wave parameters of the acoustic arrivals measured at
I08BO and I41PY are calculated with the Progressive Multi-
Channel Correlation (PMCC) method (Cansi 1995) (Fig. 4).
At I08BO, two transient signals of peak-to-peak amplitude
1.7 and 0.9 Pa, are detected with values of horizontal trace
velocity (0.345 km/s) larger than the sound speed at the
ground level (0.333 km/s), which indicates a wave
propagation with a ~15° shallow elevation angle. The back-
azimuth of the first arrival is compatible with acoustic waves
originating from the impact. Conversely, even taking into
account propagation effects and uncertainties in wave
parameter calculations, the back-azimuth of the second
arrival (~15° larger than the expected bearing) can not be
associated to it. Simple geometrical considerations regarding
the path of the meteoroid relative to the location of I08BO
suggest that shock waves or thermal bursts can explain the
second arrival if the arrival azimuth of the trajectory
(clockwise from North) is greater than 53° (section Source
Model and Trajectory Reconstruction). At I41PY, 1617 km
away from the crater, two signals of much weaker amplitude
(20 and 40 mPa) are detected. Both arrival times and back-
azimuths are consistent with energy propagating in the
stratospheric duct (section Long-Range Propagation). Table 3
summarizes the main characteristics of the detected coherent
wave trains at I08BO and I41PY.
TRAIL IN THE ATMOSPHERE AND IMPACT
Atmospheric Specifications and Phase Identification
It is important to account for wind conditions to match
the predicted arrivals with the observed signals, as
Table 1. Seismic and infrasound stations characteristics. Name, coordinates, distance from the crater, and true back-
azimuth of the seismic sensors (LPAZ, BBOB, BBOD, BBOE, BBOK, MOC, and SIV) and the two IMS infrasound 
arrays (I08BO-Bolivia and I41PY-Paraguay) that provided data.
Station Longitude (°W) Latitude (°S) Elevation (m a.s.l.) Distance (km) Back-azimuth (°)
BBOD 68.60 16.64 4235 47 266.9
I08BO 68.45 16.21 4131 80 231.7
LPAZ (PS06) 68.13 16.29 4095 105 246.9
BBOB 68.13 16.14 3911 112 239.2
BBOE 67.98 16.81 4325 114 278.4
BBOK 67.87 16.58 4638 125 265.7
MOC 65.64 21.25 621 621 324.2
SIV (AS08) 61.07 15.99 849 854 263.9
I41PY 57.31 26.34 164 1617 309.1
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fluctuations in the sound speed are generally much smaller
than wind variations in the upper atmosphere. Wind and
temperature profiles used in our simulations are provided by
the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
model (ECMWF, http://www.ecmwf.int) from the ground to
about 85 km altitude, and the MSISE-90 and HWM-93
empirical reference models (Hedin 1991; Hedin et al. 1996)
for higher altitudes. At the time of the event and in the vicinity
of the source region, the wind profiles exhibit a rich vertical
structure (Fig. 5). Due to the increase of the effective sound
speed (sound speed corrected for the horizontal wind terms in
the direction of propagation), stratospheric returns are
expected for an azimuth ranging from 70 to 270°.
Depending on the atmospheric wind structure, infrasonic
waves may propagate in different acoustic wave guides
between the ground and tropopause, stratopause, and lower
thermosphere (Brown et al. 2002; Garcés et al. 2002).
Multiple arrivals, referred to as phases, may then be recorded.
They correspond to a specific family of ray paths and turning
heights, and are characterized by specific ranges of frequency,
amplitude, horizontal trace velocity, and arrival azimuth
along the array beam:
(i) Thermospheric phases correspond to infrasonic waves
trapped between the lower thermosphere and the ground.
Given the strong temperature gradient above 90 km,
thermospheric paths are always predicted. However, due to
the low particle density and non-linear dissipation in the
upper atmosphere, thermospheric returns are strongly
attenuated and may not always be observed at large distances
(Sutherland et al. 2004). The low elevation angle and
relatively high frequency content of signals (above 1 Hz)
detected at I08BO and I41PY are incompatible with such
phase identification.
(ii) Infrasonic waves trapped between the ground and the
stratopause, referred to as stratospheric phases, can propagate
efficiently for thousands of kilometers. Their existence
mainly depends on the latitude and the season, and fluctuates
with the passing of storms and other large-scale atmospheric
disturbances (Drob et al. 2003). At the time of the event, in
the direction of I41PY, the increase in the effective sound
speed in the stratopause is large enough to favor stratospheric
returns (Figs. 5 and 7).
(iii) Phases associated with waves refracted from the
troposphere strongly depend on local atmospheric conditions.
They usually propagate with a celerity (horizontal distance
divided by travel time) close to the sound speed near the
Fig. 2. Location of the Bolivian seismic network and the two I08BO-Bolivia and I41PY-Paraguay infrasound arrays. The yellow star indicates
the meteorite impact (16.664°S and 69.044°W, elevation: 3826 m a.s.l.) (Macedo et Macharé 2007). Red circles indicate stations where signals
were clearly detected. At BBOB, MOC and SIV (grey circles), no clear ground coupled airwaves have been observed. The red 95% confidence
ellipse refers to the impact localization using the observed seismic arrivals on BBOD, LPAZ, BBOB, BBOE, and BBOK (Table 2). The
green ellipses refer to cross-bearing localizations with the first and second infrasound arrivals detected at I08BO and I41PY (Table 3). The
yellow dashed line indicates the trajectory reconstructed from the observed signals (Fig. 3). The two yellow crosses indicate possible
explosions at altitudes of 21 and 31 km as discussed in the section Trail in the Atmosphere and Impact.
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Fig. 3. Waveforms (normalized amplitude) at the I08BO and I41PY infrasound arrays (phase aligned traces in blue) band-pass filtered from
1 to 4 Hz, and short-period vertical seismometers part of the Bolivian seismic network (in black). For all recordings, time is relative to the time
of impact t0 (16:40:17 UTC) except for I41PY (t0 + 86 min). At the bottom of the figure, a zoom on the unfiltered recording at BBOD is
embedded. This plot indicates a low frequency arrival typical of surface wave from shallow event. The upward-pointing red and green triangles
indicate onset times of regional seismic and acoustic waves (infrasound for I08BO and I41BY, and ground coupled airwaves for seismic
stations), respectively (Table 2). The downward-pointing green triangles indicate the theoretical arrival times of acoustic waves propagating
from the impact location to all receivers with a celerity of 0.33 km/s (with a nearly horizontal propagation), except for I41PY (celerity of
0.30 km/s typical of a stratospheric propagation). The downward-pointing white and yellow triangles refer to the predicted arrival times of
acoustic waves generated by two explosions (21 and 31 km above the ground level, respectively) along a trajectory of arrival angle 110° and
elevation 50°. 
Table 2. Observed arrival times of regional seismic waves, ground coupled airwaves on seismic sensors (sampling rate of 
50 Hz) and infrasonic waves at I08BO and I41PY (sampling rate of 20 Hz). Arrivals I1 and I2 do not necessarily originate 
from the same part of the trajectory of the meteoroid. The notation n.d. (not detected) means the phases were not picked.
Station Pg Sg I1 I2
BBOD 16:40:23.5 16:40:30.9 16:42:22 16:42:41
I08BO n.d. n.d. 16:44:10 16:44:34
LPAZ 16:40:35.4 n.d. Unclear
BBOB 16:40:35.8 16:40:49.9 Noisy
BBOE 16:40:36.3 n.d. 16:45:21 16:45:41
BBOK 16:40:39.2 16:40:52.0 16:46:05 16:46:21
I41PY n.d. n.d. 18:08:51 18:10:10
Table 3. Main characteristics of the detected coherent acoustic waves at I08BO and I41PY. With a sampling rate of 20 Hz, 














I08BO 16:44:10 227.4 0.345 – 1.70 1.7
16:44:34 214.6 0.344 – 0.86 1.2
I41PY 18:08:51 309.0 0.354 0.305 0.02 1.1
18:10:10 308.5 0.352 0.3 0.04 1.6
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Fig. 4. Results of PMCC calculation for infrasound recordings at I08BO (A) and I41PY (B). Data are filtered from 0.5 to 4 Hz and 1 to 4 Hz
for I08BO and I41PY, respectively, in 10 equally spaced frequency bands. Detection results are presented on a same time scale of 210 s. Color
scales indicate values of back-azimuth (in degrees, with respect to north site) and horizontal trace velocity (in km/s). The main characteristics
of the detected coherent signals are listed in Table 3.
Fig. 5. Atmospheric conditions on September 15, 2007, at 18:00 UTC for coordinates 16.66°S and 69.04°W. The zonal and meridional winds
(U and V, respectively), sound speed profiles (C) are provided by the MSIS-90 and HWM-93 empirical atmospheric models and the 91 layers
ECMWF model. The vertical profiles C, U, and V merge the HWM/MSIS climatologies with ECMWF data using B-spline functions.
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ground level (~0.34 km/s above sea level and ~0.33 km/s at
4 km altitude). Given the effective sound speed profile (Fig. 5),
at distance smaller than 100 km, none of the observed signals
at I08BO can be associated with this ray family. The celerity
values of the two coherent wave trains (0.33 and 0.30 km/s)
and the corresponding azimuthal deviations relative to the
true bearing in the direction of the crater (−4.3° and −15.1°)
suggest that the detected signals at I08BO originated either
from ballistic shock waves and/or fragmentation process just
before the impact.
Source Model and Trajectory Reconstruction
The impact source location is calculated from the Pg
and Sg direct crustal waves at stations BBOB, BBOD,
BBOE, BBOK, and LPAZ (Table 2). A local seismic
magnitude of 1.45 is derived from the seismic recordings. A
clear low frequency wavetrain is observed on the closest
station to the impact (BBOD) (Fig. 3), which is typical of
shallow seismic events propagating in water-saturated soils.
The back-azimuth of 246.3° calculated from the LPAZ
three-component short-period station is consistent with
energy originating from the crater. Using a standard non-
linear least square inversion procedure (Coleman et al.
1996) and a two-layer regional velocity model, the
following coordinates and impact time are derived: 16.64°S,
68.96°W, 8 km away from crater, at 16:40:16.7 UTC
(Fig. 2). Cross-bearing localizations associating the first and
second infrasound arrivals detected at I08BO and I41PY are
also indicated on Fig. 2 (16.72°S, 69.02°W at 16:40:07, and
16.85°S, 68.89°W at 16:40:55, 7 and 26 km east of the
crater, respectively). These two localizations account for
uncertainties in the azimuth estimates due to transversal
wind effects on the propagation (∼5°). The observed
coordinates of the crater (16.66°S, 69.04°W) and the impact
origin time derived from the seismic localization (16:40:
16.7 UTC) are considered here as ground truths. From this
location, different sets of possible trajectories are explored
by minimizing residuals between the observed and predicted
arrival times of ground coupled airwaves.
The entry speed of a meteoroid has an upper limit. The
Earth orbits the Sun at a mean speed of 30 km/s in a
heliocentric referential in the apex direction, and the speed
of a meteoroid with an elliptic orbit in the solar system
cannot exceed 42 km/s (solar system escape velocity). Thus,
the speed relative to the Earth can range from 0 km/s (from
the antapex direction with a 30 km/s speed) to 72 km/s
(frontal collision with the Earth). According to the time and
location of the impact, the relative speed of the Carancas
meteoroid can range from 0 km/s to 57 km/s. Moreover, the
Earth escape velocity of 11.2 km/s defines the minimum
initial speed of any meteoroidal object entering the
atmosphere. This velocity is nearly constant when the object
penetrates the upper layers of the atmosphere. Below the
altitude of 30 km, the meteoroid generally slows down as the
altitude decreases (ReVelle et al. 2004). In a first
approximation, we assume that the entry speed of the
studied event is 20 km/s above 30 km, and then linearly
decreases with the altitude down to 1 km/s. Due to the
contrast between the meteoroid supersonic speed and the
sound speed, the infrasound measurements alone could not
yield more precise values for the entry velocity. The travel
time of the infrasonic waves mainly depends on the vertical
structure of the wind and temperature profiles.
Consequently, the solutions found using different initial and
final supersonic speeds of the meteoroid always range
within the uncertainty bounds indicated below.
With such a speed model, the rectilinear trajectory is only
defined by its elevation and azimuthal angles. On the basis of
the existing visual reports, the elevation (relative to the
horizontal) and azimuthal angles (clockwise from North)
range from 10 to 80° and −50 to 170°, respectively. We focus
on the two clear arrivals observed at stations I08BO, BBOD,
BBOE and BBOK, which are likely related to the same origin.
In order to explain the observed time sequences of acoustic
arrivals, ray paths and travel times are computed using the
Tau-P ray tracing code (Garcés et al. 1998) for each point of
the trajectory using the atmospheric conditions presented in
Fig. 5.
At supersonic speeds, pressure waves combine and form
a Mach cone radiating away from the generation point
(ReVelle 1976). At several tens of kilometers from the bolide,
signals do not exhibit the typical N-wave signature, but rather
appear in the form of observed pulses (Pierce and Maglieri
1972). We first assume that the detected airwaves propagated
in a direction normal to the Mach cone whose opening angle
β is given by sin(β) = Cz/Vz, where Cz and Vz, are respectively
the sound and meteoroid speeds at the altitude z. In our
simulations, rays are launched at different angles determined
both by the speed and trajectory of the bolide, and the
ECMWF sound speed profile. The source is thus
approximated by a linear distribution of elementary Mach
cones. Waves normal to the Mach cones are defined by unique
azimuthal and elevation angles (Le Pichon et al. 2002b). For
stations I08BO, BBOD, BBOE, and BBOK (I41PY,
~1600 km away from the source, is discarded due to large
uncertainties in travel time calculations), the minimum time
residual is found to be less than 5 s for a east-westwards
(azimuth = 100 ± 30°) trajectory with a 40 ± 3° elevation angle
(Fig. 6A). However, the results do not predict more than one
arrival at all stations. Furthermore, such source model can not
explain the infrasound arrivals at I41PY station, as the front
wave propagates nearly perpendicularly to the trajectory of the
fireball. Finally, the large azimuth residuals (greater than 50°)
indicate that this trajectory is far from being the most plausible.
We also make the simplifying assumption that the
detected signals were generated by two main thermal blasts
radiating isotropically. The minimum time residual is then
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found for two fragmentations occurring at altitudes of 21 ± 2 km
and 31 ± 2 km above the ground level, along a trajectory of
azimuth 110 ± 20° and elevation 50 ± 10° (Fig. 2 and 6B).
Figure 3 compares the observed arrival times to the predicted
ones. This approach explains both the arrival times of the two
onsets detected at I08BO, BBOD, BBOE, and BBOK with a
mean residual of 5 s, as well as the detected back-azimuths at
I08BO with a maximum error of 2° (Fig. 6B). The time
difference between signals at BBOE and BBOK corroborate
this path (Fig. 3). At a horizontal distance of 70–75 km from
the fragmentations, simulations predict shallow elevation
angles for rays reaching I08BO, with celerity values
consistent with the observed ones. 
Long-Range Propagation
Infrasound propagation is significantly affected by the
vertical and horizontal wind structure where wind-induced
refraction can trap or disperse sound energy. Advances in
parabolic equation methods recently provided a new tool for
studying atmospheric infrasound propagation at local and
regional scales using enhanced atmospheric specifications. In
order to gain additional physical insight into the observed
signals at I41PY, simulations are carried out using a wide
angle and high Mach number parabolic equation for sources
radiated isotropically located at different altitudes
(Lingevitch et al. 2002). The Naval Research Laboratory
Ground-to-Space (NRL-G2S) model (Drob et al. 2003)
includes recent atmospheric data sets, improved
parameterization of the atmospheric vertical structure, and
capabilities for near-real time global assimilation of
tropospheric and stratospheric winds. In order to get accurate
simulation results, the NRL-G2S model was run to provide a
self-consistent atmospheric specification (sound velocity and
wind speed profiles) for September 15, 2007, at 16:00 UTC,
over a grid of 0.5 × 0.5 degree, from ground level to 150 km
altitude, with a vertical resolution is 0.25 km. Figure 7
presents the simulation results for source altitudes ranging
from 10 to 50 km at a frequency of 1 Hz. As expected,
thermospheric returns are strongly attenuated and are not
measurable over such long range. A dominant elevated
stratospheric waveguide is observed between 10 and 35 km.
A small fraction of the stratospheric energy bounces on the
Earth’s surface and reaches the infrasound array. Assuming a
point-like source model, the signal attenuation is larger than
70  dB for a source altitude below 10 km and above 50 km.
The source altitude should thus range between 10 and 40 km
where a much weaker attenuation is predicted (~40 dB).
For these arrivals, ray tracing predicts back-azimuth
corrections lower than 2° due to the transverse wind
component which slightly deflects the rays from the original
launch direction. At 20 km altitude, the predicted celerity
values for the two signals (0.295 to 0.305 km/s) are consistent
with the observed ones (0.305 and 0.300 km/s) (Fig. 4). The
observed horizontal trace velocities (0.354 and 0.352 km/s,
Table 3), are also consistent with the simulated ones. Such
celerity and trace velocity values are typical of a stratospheric
propagation (Brown et al. 2002). According to these
Fig. 6. Time (colormap) and back-azimuth (contour lines) residuals calculated for different sets of trajectories. A trajectory is defined by its
arrival and incident angles. For each set of arrival and incidence angles, rays are launched for 100 points along the trajectory. The mean arrival
time residuals (in seconds) account for the two arrivals detected at BBOB, BBOK, BBOE, and I08BO. The arrival time and back-azimuth
residuals are calculated using two different models: A) propagation normal to the Mach cone, B) point-like sources mimicking the two
fragmentations. The yellow dots indicate the minimum of the arrival time residuals. The yellow contour lines outline the area where these
residuals are lower than 5 s. The back-azimuth residuals (in degrees) are calculated for the points along the trajectories that minimize the time
residuals. 
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simulations, the two coherent wave trains at I41PY can either
be interpreted as two consecutive stratospheric returns or be
associated with the two fragmentations discussed above. 
SIZE AND ENERGY ESTIMATION
Using a drastic simplification, a massive body
penetrating the atmosphere with a velocity considerably
greater than the speed of sound instantaneously looses a large
part of its kinetic energy during ablation process (Ceplecha
et al. 2005). It suffers such a strong deceleration that it
fragments before reaching the ground surface. The explosive
energy released by the two fragmentations is calculated by
applying semi-empirical relations based on the infrasonic
recordings at I08BO and I41PY. The most striking effect of
the sudden release of the remaining kinetic energy is the
formation of the crater. From the observed crater diameter and
the total ejected volume, the equivalent explosive energy
released by the impact, the mass and diameter of the impactor
are evaluated. 
Explosive Energy
As used by Evers et al. (2001), the explosive energy
released by fragmentation can be calculated by applying the
following semi-empirical relation based on infrasonic
recordings from low-altitude nuclear explosions (Whitaker
et al. 1995; ReVelle 1997):
(1)
where fobs is the dominant frequency at the maximum
Fig. 7. Propagation of infrasonic waves in the direction of I41PY for different source heights (A, B, C, D: 10, 25, 35, and 50 km, respectively)
and a frequency of 1 Hz. The NRL-RAMPE parabolic equation method (Lingevitch et al. 2002) combined with the environmental profiles
derived from the G2S atmospheric model are compared to a 3D ray traces adapted from the Tau-P method (Garcés et al. 1998). Since effects
of the boundary conditions of the propagation domain are particularly important in the high-altitude Andes region, simulations account for the
NOAA Global Land One-km Base Elevation (GLOBE) digital terrain elevation model (Hastings and Dunbar 1998). According to these
simulations, the recorded signals at I41PY can be explained by multiple stratospheric returns.
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amplitude (in Hz) and Es represents the energy (in kilotons of
a TNT equivalent explosion) limited to Es < 100 kt. Using the
above relation, with the measured frequencies listed in
Table 3, the yield of the fragmentation ranges from 0.9 to 2.9
tons TNT (I08BO), and from 1.1 to 3.8 tons TNT (I41PY). 
An important parameter for event characterization is also
the amplitude. Actually, atmospheric winds strongly affect
the recorded signals. Edwards et al. (2006) examined the
correlation between infrasonic amplitude and yield, and
derived the following expression:
W = 103(a-kVs)/b R3 A−3/b (2)
where R is the source to receiver range (in km), A is the
maximum peak-to-peak amplitude (in Pa), Vs is the velocity
of the stratospheric wind in the source-receiver direction (in
m/s), and (a, b, k) are empirical constants (Mutschlecner et al.
1990). Edwards et al. (2006) had to distinguish between small
and large bolides to find their regression fits. Assuming that
the energy released by each fragmentation is lower than 7 kt
(which is highly probable according to the previous
calculations), the constants are: a = 3.36 ± 0.60, b = −1.74
± 0.24 and k = −0.0177 s/m. At a distance of 1617 km, I41PY
recorded stratospheric arrivals of amplitude 0.02 and 0.04 Pa
(Table 3). Using these values and a constant effective
stratospheric wind of 30 m/s, a yield of 1.0 to 3.2 tons TNT is
found. These yield estimates derived from two independent
empirical approaches are here in reasonable agreement.
Meteoroid Diameter
Holsapple (1993) reviewed the scaling laws for impact
processes and related the mass and velocity of the impactor to
the crater size and type of soil. In the strength regime, the
strength of the soil is large compared to the lithostatic
pressure, thus the latter can be ignored. This assumption is
valid for meter-sized objects. For a crater in wet soil in the
strength regime, Holsapple (1993) derived:
L ∝ 0.05 m V1.65 (3)
where L is the crater volume (in m3), m is mass of the
impactor (in kg), and V its speed (in km/s). With a depth of
5 m and a mean diameter of 13.5 m, a total ejected volume of
480 m3 (half-volume of an ellipsoid) is estimated. For an
impact speed ranging from 0.8 to 3 km/s, the mass of the
meteoroid ranges between 1.5 and 15 tons. With a chondritic
density of 3.5 (relative to water), a corresponding meteoroid
diameter between 1 and 2 m is calculated. Since only objects
of diameter greater than one meter are able to touch down
(Brown et al. 1996), such values are acceptable.
Energy Released by the Impact and Speed Estimates
The yield of an explosion can be determined based on the
crater size. Glasstone (1957) used crater sizes of nuclear tests
of yield W, in the range of 1 to 20,000 kT TNT, and derived
that the diameter scales with W1/3, and the depth with W1/4.
Kinney et al. (1985) used 200 large surface explosions and
found that the crater diameter d scales with the explosive
yield W in kg TNT as:
d = 0.8 W1/3 (4)
Using the above relation and the reported crater
diameter (Fig. 1), the yield is determined as 4.8 tons. It is
noteworthy that in this case, the crater is caused by a moving
object impacting on the Earth’s surface rather than an
explosive point source.
Considering that during the impact, in addition to thermal
losses, a fraction of the kinetic energy is transmitted through
the soil and the atmosphere, a speed lower limit of the
impactor can be estimated from the kinetic energy Ek formula,
(5)
where ρ is the density (in kg/m3), d is the diameter of the
meteoroid (in m), and V is the speed (in m/s). According to
this relation, the lowest terminal speed is 1.5 km/s, which is
consistent with the velocity model defined in the section
Source Model and Trajectory Reconstruction. 
From the time of occurrence of the two fragmentations,
the estimated trajectory, the airwaves arrival times at stations
Table 4. Possible Carancas meteoroid orbital parameters. Those orbital parameters solutions for the Carancas meteoroid 
are calculated using different initial entry speed V: a is the semi-major axis, e is the eccentricity, and i the inclination of 
the orbit. The parent bodies are the objects with orbit similar to the modelled one.
Orbit_ID V (km/s) a (AU) e i (°) Potential parent body
– 1.00 0.9577 0.061 0.5423 None
– 2.00 0.9199 0.1101 1.111 None
– 3.00 0.8868 0.1579 1.709 None
1 4.00 0.8577 0.2041 2.337 2007 RO17
2 5.00 0.8319 0.2478 2.998 2002 CW11
3 6.00 0.8091 0.2918 3.695 2003 SW130, 2004 FH, 2005 YR3, 2006 QQ23
4 7.00 0.7890 0.3333 4.430 2002 JX8, 2006 SE6
5 8.00 0.7711 0.3732 5.207 2006 SE6, 2007 DB61
6 9.00 0.7554 0.4116 6.028 2007 VB138, 2007 WM3
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BBOD, BBOE, and BBOK, and the predicted Tau-P travel
times, a maximum speed of 10 km/s is evaluated below 27 km
altitude. In the first upper layers of the atmosphere above
30 km, the speed of the meteoroid is nearly constant (ReVelle
et al. 2004). Therefore, with an entry speed of 11.2 km/s, a
meteoroid diameter of 2–4 m before ablation and a chondritic
density of 3.5, the initial energy released would range from 1
to 8 kt TNT equivalent. More observations would certainly
reduce the upper limit source energy, yielding a more realistic
estimate of the initial kinetic energy.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
The terrestrial impact of the Carancas meteoroid near the
Bolivian border with Peru has been detected by the Bolivian
seismic network at a range of 125 km. At a distance of 1617 km
from the crater, along the dominant stratospheric wind
direction, infrasonic waves are associated with the entry of
the meteoroid. Ray tracing simulations based on a supersonic
moving point source, consider both shock waves generated by
an almost cylindrical line emission and acoustic emission
from point-like explosions. The conclusion of this analysis is
that fragmentations were probably the dominant process in
the production of sound during the entry, rather than the
hypersonic shock of the meteoroid passage through the
atmosphere. Mean residuals between the predicted and
observed arrival times indicate that the strongest infrasonic
signals probably originated from two main thermal bursts at
altitudes of 25 and 35 km above sea level, along a trajectory
of azimuthal angle 110° and elevation 50°. The back-azimuth
and elevation angles of the two coherent wave trains detected
at I08BO are consistent with the location and time of
occurrence of these fragmentations. This path corroborates
the apparent trajectory reported at the town of Desaguadero.
Moreover, a recent and independent study by Brown et al.
(2008) yields similar results derived from different set of data.
On the basis of the recorded signals at I08BO and I41PY,
consistent yield estimates of the fragmentations are derived
from independent empirical approaches. The explosive energy
released by the two fragmentations is evaluated between 1.0
and 3.8 t TNT equivalent each. From the crater diameter and
the total ejected volume, a rock of 1 to 2 meter-diameter would
have released an explosive energy of 4.8 tons TNT. The
detailed analysis of the seismic and infrasound recordings
suggests a rather low initial entry speed of the meteoroid
(~12 km/s) which may explain why it survived its
atmospheric entry without major fragmentation before
impacting the Earth.
The orbital parameters of the object can be deduced from
the trajectory and the initial entry speed. This naturally raises
Table 5. Orbital elements (semi-major axis a, eccentricity e, and inclination i) of possible parent bodies (Source: NASA/
JPL/HORIZONS).
Body_ID Name a (AU) e i (°)
1 2002 CW11 0.8656 0.2256 3.133
2 2002 JX8 0.7701 0.3053 4.316
3 2003 SW130 0.8849 0.3034 3.666
4 2004 FH 0.8179 0.2891 0.021
5 2005 YR3 0.8185 0.2727 3.607
6 2006 QQ23 0.8038 0.2845 3.440
7 2006 SE6 0.8052 0.3455 4.818
8 2007 DB61 0.8114 0.3642 5.372
9 2007 PS25 0.7287 0.4215 6.719
10 2007 RO17 0.9265 0.1970 2.465
11 2007 VB138 0.7723 0.4311 6.038
12 2007 WM3 0.7942 0.4283 6.431
13 1998 WT24 0.7185 0.4180 7.342
Table 6. D-criteria between different meteoroid orbits (Orbit_ID, Table 4) and possible parent bodies (Body_ID, Table 5). The 
calculations were carried for possible parent bodies whose Drummond criterion is less than 0.1 (DD = Drummond criterion, 
DSH = Southworth and Hawkins criterion).
V (km/s) Orbit_ID Body_ID D-criterion Comments on evolution
4.00 1 10 0.06778 (DD) Different
5.00 2 6 0.08308 (DD) Different
6.00 3 6 0.09053 (DSH) Different
6.00 3 6 0.03155 (DD) Different
7.00 4 6 0.09625 (DD) Totally different
7.00 4 7 0.04624 (DD) Similar
8.00 5 7 0.07291 (DD) Similar
9.00 6 9 0.07422 (DD) a shifted by 0.03 AU, e shifted by 0.01, i different
10.00 7 9 0.08079 (DD) a shifted by 0.01 AU, e shifted by 0.02, i different
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the question whether the meteoroid could be a fragment of an
asteroid or comet. In order to associate two celestial bodies,
we computed the similarity between orbital elements using
the D-criterion methods proposed by Southworth and
Hawkins (1963) and Drummond (1981). The initial velocity
is here a crucial parameter. From the estimated trajectory, the
orbital parameters of the Carancas bolide were calculated at
30 km altitude. We then consider velocity values ranging
from 1 km/s to 10 km/s with a 1 km/s step, and create ten sets
of orbital elements (Table 4). The possible parent bodies are
first selected from the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)
HORIZONS database (http://ssd.jpl.nasa.gov/) with asteroids
and comets of similar orbital elements (Table 5). Out of the
13 objects found, only 4 bodies have a Drummond criterion
less than 0.1 (Table 6). The dynamical study of each solution
considering all potential parent bodies was performed by
integrating their orbital parameters on a 5,000 year period,
taking into account gravitational influences of the planets, as
well as non-gravitational forces. Unfortunately, given the
uncertainties in the trajectory and energy estimates, we can
not definitely confirm any association. Further studies
gathering additional measurements, such as visual
observations, could reduce ranges of uncertainty in estimating
the initial speed and size of the object, and would thus help in
associating it with a known celestial source.
According to the existing statistics and observations,
such an event happens every few years (Toon et al. 1997;
Chyba et al. 1998; Brown et al. 2002b). This work applies to
a natural event using various technical and analytical
detection methods developed with the aim of monitoring the
CTBT. It demonstrates the value of seismo-acoustic synergy
to obtain precise location of a naturally occurring source.
With the increasing number of IMS and regional cluster of
seismo-acoustic networks deployed around the globe, along
with a continuation of research in the field of infrasound
monitoring, meteoroid entry evidences would probably occur
more frequently in the next years. It is also expected that the
development of enhanced near real-time atmospheric
specifications and new propagation modeling capabilities will
improve our knowledge of meteoroid characteristics.
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